
CHICKENLOOP REPLACEMENT
CONTACT WATER

Pull through the Flag Out line on the chicken loop to where it 
connects to the thinner line.

1                                 2                  3

Unloop the bungy leader line.

4                                 5                  6

Unscrew the red stopper ball with an 2.5mm allen key. Undo the knot in the black webbing handle.

7                                 8                  9

Pull back the neoprene cover from the clam cleat. Unloop the clam cleat and remove it.

Remove the black webbing handle and stopper ball from 
the line and pull the line through the trimmer bracket.

10                                 11                  12

Undo the second stopper ball using 2,5mm allen key again. Pull out the stopper ball and neoprene cover from 
chickenloop line and remove the old chickenloop.

13                                 14      

NEXT STEP:
ASSEMbLINg THE  
NEW CHICKENLOOP...



Pull the neoprene cover over the chickenloop line. Pull the red stopper ball over the chickenloop line and tighten 
the screw so the ball sits at the very top of the PU cover.

15                                 16                  17

Take the clam cleat and loop it back in (make sure you put it 
in the right way – teeth facing towards bar).

18                                 19                  20

Pull the chickenloop line through the neoprene cover. 
Then through the trimmer bracket and back into the 
neoprene cover.

21                                 22                  23

Pull the line through the clam cleat – entering it from 
the top.

24                                 25                  26

Pull the neoprene cover over the clam cleat. Pull the stopper ball and black webbing handle over the line.

27                                 28                  29

Pull chickenloop line through the bar hole.

ASSEMbLINg THE NEW CHICKENLOOP...



Tie a knot at the end of the chickenloop line and pull the 
black webbing handle over it

Put the stopper ball over the webbing and tighten it. Take the Flag Out line and put it through the bar & 
chickenloop hole.

30                                 31                  32

Put the loop of the thinner line through the loop of the 
bungy leader line.

33                                 34                  35

Put the stainless steel ring with svivel through the loop of the 
thin line and pull the bungy leader line all the way through.

Connection of the two lines should look like this: Pull on the thin line ontop of the bar so the bungy leader 
line gets pulled all the way into the chickenloop.  
Now you are ready to go... 

36                                 37                  38


